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The illustrations in this document show the layout of Google Sheets, because it is widely available in schools.

Excel has small variations, as do other spreadsheet applications. 

HERE ARE TEN IMPORTANT PARTS OF A SPREADSHEET YOU WILL LEARN ABOUT



INSTRUCTIONS
Click on the hyperlinked Step number to get an illustration showing how it is done (on 

Google Sheets.)  Other spreadsheets are similar. From the illustration click on the 

INSTRUCTION tab at the bottom to get back here.

Step

1 Select COLUMNS C:F Right click to Resize to 50 pixels

Select ROWS 2:4 Resize to 50 Pixels

2 Select range B2:D4 Format outer borders to Red.

3 In cells B2 to D4 enter the numbers 1 to 9.  Format them so they are in the centre of each 

cell and increase the font size to 24.

4 In cell E2 type = B2+C2+D2, then press Enter

In cell E3 type = then click on B3 type + Click on C3, type + then click on D3, then press 

Enter

5 In cell E4 select INSERT from the menu, then FUNCTION, SUM, select B4,C4,D4 together, 

then press Enter.

You have now tried three ways of adding three cells. Cells E2 to E4 should now show 6,9 & 

24. The sums of the other cells but in small digits. So

6 Select C3 (the number 5) and then the PAINT FORMAT icon on the tool bar. (Google 

sheets it is a paint roller, other spreadsheets may have a paint brush.)

7 Wipe the cursor over E2:E3. They will now be the same size as the other numbers. Now 

with them selected change the font colour to RED.

8 Select E5 which will be the sum of the diagonal cells, D4, C3, B2.  Use the Click and + 

method to enter this formula.

Select B5 where you want the sum of B2,B3,B4. Use the INSERT, FUNCTION, SUM 

method to calculate 12

Now C5 and D5 have the same calculation. The sum of the three values above them so we 

are going to copy that formula by selecting B5 again.

Notice the selected cell has a small box like handle in the bottom right hand corner. Click on 

that and drag it to the next two cells on the right.

9 Now select B5:E5, set the font to 24, and the colour to red.

10 In B7 type "INSTRUCTIONS" Change the font so it is Bold.

In B8 type "Change the order of the black numbers until all the red numbers are equal."

Notice that this sentence is to long to sit nicely under our magic square. So…

11 Select the range B8:E11 and merge them. Vertically align them to centre, increase the font 

size.

Do the same to the range B7:E7 so that the word INSTRUCTIONS is centred.

Select the range B7:E11 and format the outer border, black and a thicker line.

12 YOUR FIRST MAGIC SQUARE IS NOW COMPLETE. Can you solve it?



Your next magic square will be easier to create, but harder to solve. READY?

13 To make a square of 18 (instead of 9) make a copy of your square of 9.  On a new sheet is 

the best idea.

14 On the new copy, right click on row 3 and choose insert 1 (either above or below)

15 Do the same on column C and insert another column (either left or right.)

Insert the number 1-16 in the cells.

16 As F2 is now wrong because it is only adding 3 of the 4 squares.  So…

17 Use INSERT, FUNCTION, SUM and select the 4 cells that will give you the correct answer.

Copy F2 down to F5 (NOT F6) to complete calculating the rows.

Repeat the process for B6 to ensure it is calculating 4 cells. Copy across to E6

Select F6 and use click and + to get add the diagonals.

18 THERE IS YOUR MAGIC SQUARE OF 16.    Solving this WILL be a CHALLENGE.
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1 2 3 6

4 5 6 15

7 8 9 24

12 15 18 15

INSTRUCTIONS

Change the order of the black 

numbers until all the red numbers 

are equal.



1 2 3 4 10

5 6 7 8 26

9 10 11 12 42

13 14 15 16 58

28 32 36 40 34

INSTRUCTIONS

Change the order of the black 

numbers until all the red numbers are 

equal.


